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WARNING: This article takes an un�inching look at an
impending future we must avoid at all costs…in the hope
we can �gure out HOW.

Catabolic capitalism isnʼt your grandparentsʼ capitalism.
Back then, industrial capitalism pro�ted primarily from
growth, fueled by abundant fossil energy. But the
centuries of cheap energy and an ever-expanding
economic pie are over; and so are the rising living
standards they generated. Even the recent decades of
stagnation, debt-driven bubbles, and government bailouts
are reaching their limit. Capitalisms̓ future is becoming
catabolic.

In biology, catabolism is a destructive metabolic process
that causes a living thing to cannibalize itself.[1] Catabolic
capitalism is an energy depleted, self-cannibalizing
economy whose insatiable hunger for pro�t can only be
fed by breaking down the society that sustains it.[2] As it
rampages down the road to ruin, gorging itself on one
self-in�icted disaster a�er another, catabolic capitalism
gathers a horde of raging tribalists around it. Flag-waving,
gun-toting, white Christian tribalists glorify the mayhem
and violence catabolic capitalism thrives on. These racist,
anti-government holy warriors are becoming catabolic
capitalisms̓ fanatic foot soldiers.

Pro�ting from Collapse

Our stagnating global economy is running low on energy,
ravaging the planet, and marinating in its own toxins. But
it s̓ a mistake to think capitalism canʼt persist without
growth. Capitalisms̓ prime directive is pro�t, not growth.
Of course, an expanding economic pie creates greater
opportunities for pro�t. And, in the long run, a pro�t-
driven system may fail without it. But those who pro�t
from this system are not about to throw up their hands
and walk o� the stage of history just because boom has
turned to bust. As long as we put up with an economy that
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calamity, extortion, plunder, and war.

In the bygone era of industrial expansion, catabolic
capitalists lurked in the shadows of the growth economy.
They were the illicit arms, drugs, and sex tra�ckers; the
money launderers, speculators, loan sharks, debt
collectors, and repo-men; the mercenaries, smugglers,
pirates, poachers, and black market traders; the illegal
waste dumpers and unregulated mining, �shing, and
timber operations.

As the economy s̓ energy-starved productive sector
atrophied, this corrosive catabolic sector metastasized
rapidly. It pro�ts from con�ict, crime, and disaster;
scarcity, hoarding, and speculation; isolation,
desperation, and prejudice; fear, anger, and chaos. We can
see catabolism at work in today s̓ fractured media
landscape. Cable and Internet giants manipulate and
monetize users. Their algorithms customize and
sensationalize content, enticing us to keep clicking and
scrolling. Curiosity draws us down rabbit holes that feed
our anxieties and prejudices by marketing wild
conspiracies, xenophobia, religious fanaticism, crackpot
patriotism, and racial hostility. Weapons manufacturers
are also well positioned to reap catabolic pro�ts by selling
expensive �repower to governments and small arms to
terrorists, über patriots, white supremacists, drug gangs,
criminals, and a fearful public. The catabolic contractions
ahead will drive the demand for their lethal merchandise
to record heights.[3]

Capitalisms̓ self-in�icted catastrophes—from pandemics
to climate disasters like drought, hurricanes, �oods, and
wild�res—are already boosting the bottom line of many
corporations.[4] The Covid-induced recession generated
record pro�ts for credit card companies like Visa as
jobless workers resorted to plastic instead of wages to
make ends meet. Hedge funds and private equity �rms
have pushed high-interest loans on desperate small
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prairies theyʼve purchased into valuable farmland.
Katrina and Rita, most gulf coast disaster relief went to
large businesses located in areas least damaged by the
hurricanes instead of the most devastated zones that
needed them.[8] And, in California, private �re-�ghting
contractors are selling their services to heavily insured
luxury estates and corporations, while tax-starved public
�re�ghters and prison inmates struggle to prevent
neighborhoods from being reduced to ashes.[9]

Even a�er a year like 2020, Americans have a hard time
imagining a future of convulsive catabolic contraction.
They assume their communities wonʼt be continually
contaminated by pandemic disease and slammed by
hurricanes, �oods, droughts, and wild�res. They expect to
�nd food in the supermarkets, gas in the pumps, money in
the ATMs, electricity in the power lines, and medicine in
the pharmacies and hospitals. But 2020 will seem like
mere turbulence when the energy-starved global economy
�nally goes into a tailspin. Governments will be
compelled to impose draconian measures to maintain
authority when credit freezes, �nancial assets vaporize,
currency values gyrate wildly, and international transport
and trade grind to a halt.

In the midst of �nancial crises, catabolic capitalists will
stoke the pro�t engine by taking over troubled businesses,
selling them o� for parts, �ring the workforce, and
pilfering their pensions. Private equity �rms will buy up
distressed businesses and abandoned properties strip
them of valuable resources and sell them for scrap. Illicit
lending operations will charge outrageous interest rates
and hire thugs to shake down desperate borrowers or
force them into indentured servitude. Instead of investing
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Tax starvation means that social bene�ts, legal and
regulatory protections, and modern society itself will be
sacri�ced to feed the bottom line. In the name of tax
reform, catabolic capitalists will pro�t by tearing down
democratic safeguards and legal barriers. Regulatory
agencies that once provided some protection from
polluters, dangerous products, unsafe workplaces, labor
exploitation, identity the�, and �nancial fraud will be
dismantled. Corporate crime will boom as society goes
bust.

Society s̓ governing institutions of justice, law, and public
safety will become early victims of this catabolic crime
spree. Public safety will be stripped down, privatized, and
sold to those who can still a�ord it. Court budgets will
shrivel, privatized prisons will exploit convict labor, and
police will seldom respond to everyday crimes. Instead,
private security �rms and gated communities will guard
the wealthy, while the rest of us are forced to rely on
alarm systems, dogs, guns, and—if weʼre lucky—watchful
neighbors to combat rising crime. To maintain their
authority and crack down on dissent, government budgets
will be spent militarizing the police with the latest
weapons, riot gear, surveillance, and crowd control
technologies.

As tax-starved public services, unemployment insurance,
and social welfare programs are gutted, catabolic
capitalists will pick over the carcasses of bankrupt
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hydrocarbons out of an ice-free Arctic ocean.[12] Energy,
water, agricultural, timber, and mining corporations are
deploying their lobbying muscle to completely privatize
vital resources and enhance their bottom line with
government subsidies, tax breaks, and “regulatory relief.”
As the economy contracts, powerful resource
conglomerates may maximize pro�ts by forming cartels,
stockpiling essential resources, cornering markets, and
sending prices soaring while blocking environmental
protections and fair distribution.

A powerful alliance between extractive and catabolic
pro�teers could put irresistible pressure on insolvent
governments to ignore environmental laws and open
public lands and coastlines to unregulated o�shore
drilling, fracking, coal mining, and tar sands extraction.
Sco�aw resource extractors and criminal poaching
operations will proliferate in corrupt, catabolic conditions
where legal protections are abandoned and shady deals
can be struck with local power brokers to maximize
resource and labor exploitation. To pay o� government
debt, national parkland and wilderness areas may be sold
and transformed into expensive private resorts while
public lands and national forests are auctioned o� to
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extreme instability and social dislocation; and the soaring
hopes and dashed expectations of “the good life” gone
bad.[13] These economic traumas have laid the
groundwork for ultra-conservative religious reactions to
the disruptive decadence of modern society in both the
Middle East and the United States.

Rampant tribalism is a symptom of global capitalisms̓
energy-starved, ecocidal predicament. Religious tribalism
was fueled by the West s̓ drive to control and consume the
planet s̓ remaining petroleum reserves despite the climate
disasters they d̓ cause.[14] The �ood of desperate climate
and con�ict refugees from the Middle East is directly
linked to Western military intervention, repressive petro-
tyrannies, jihadist insurrections, failed state con�icts, and
climate-induced water and food scarcity.[15] In the West,
Islamophobia is a media and pulpit-hyped tribalist
reaction to the sluggish global economy s̓ inability to
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provides catabolic capital with an ideal political
sidekick.[16] By riding shotgun, these patriotic holy
warriors glorify the nihilist violence that stokes catabolic
pro�ts. The election of a black president with a
suspiciously Arabic name provided tribalists with further
proof that white Christian civilization was on the verge of
collapse. Most became Tea Party crusaders. But a bumper
crop of militia tribalists believed the US had become a
deep state, socialist tyranny—run by a global, Jewish
illuminati—that could not be voted out of power. Before
2008, there were around 50 militia groups in the US; a�er
Obamas̓ election, upwards of 200.[17]

In 2016, Tea Party tribalists converged behind Trumps̓
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of power and importance. But despite their militant
posturing, few of the militia movement s̓ weekend
warriors have any experience organizing widespread
insurgencies.

The most serious groups are built around tiny secretive
terrorist units designed to instigate fear, chaos, and
con�ict—not organize populist revolts. Their sordid
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in�ame these catabolic conditions by pursuing political
versions of the same accelerationist strategy within
Congress.[23] Failure to convict Trump of blatantly
inciting an attempted coup a�er voter suppression tactics
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